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Opinion

Do Non-Human Primates Really Represent
Others’ Beliefs?
Daniel J. Horschler,1,2,*,@ Evan L. MacLean,1,2,3,4 and Laurie R. Santos5
Over two decades of research have produced compelling evidence that nonhuman primates understand some psychological states in other individuals but
are unable to represent others’ beliefs. Recently, three studies employing anticipatory looking (AL) paradigms reported that non-human primates do show hints
of implicitly understanding the beliefs of others. However, measures of AL have
been increasingly scrutinized in the human literature owing to extensive replication problems. We argue that new reports of belief representation in non-human
primates using AL should be interpreted cautiously because of methodological
and theoretical challenges paralleling trends in the human literature. We explore
how future work can address these challenges, and conclude by identifying new
evolutionary questions raised by the prospect that non-human primates implicitly represent others’ beliefs without an explicit belief representation system
that guides ﬁtness-relevant behavior.

Highlights
A large body of research supports the
idea that non-human primates are unable to represent others’ beliefs.
Three recent studies challenge this view
and report evidence of implicit belief representation in non-human primates using
AL measures that track eye gaze as an
index of expectation about others’
actions.
These ﬁndings should be interpreted
cautiously owing in part to replication
issues with AL studies of implicit belief
representation in humans. We identify
parallel methodological and theoretical
challenges in comparative work.

Is Belief Representation Human-Unique?
In human development, implicit understanding of others’ beliefs precedes
explicit representation, and the latter
guides intentional behavior. That nonhuman primates might represent others’
beliefs implicitly, but not explicitly, raises
challenging evolutionary questions: a
system for implicit belief representation
that does not guide ﬁtness-relevant behavior would remain invisible to direct
evolutionary selective pressure.

Theory of mind (ToM; see Glossary) is a fundamental aspect of human cognition [1]. One component of ToM, false belief (FB) representation, has long been considered to be the hallmark of
human mental state reasoning [2–4]. FB representation allows us to understand that others can
believe things that are different from our own understanding of reality. FB representation follows a
clear developmental trajectory in humans, with explicit understanding of FBs (i.e., explicit belief
representation) emerging ~4 years of age [5–9]. However, several studies have also suggested
that an implicit understanding of FBs (i.e., implicit belief representation) may develop within
the ﬁrst 2 years of life [10–13].
In the same way as developmental psychologists have tested how FB representations
emerge in development, comparative researchers have investigated whether our closest
non-human relatives share such representational capacities ([14–17] for reviews). These
studies have largely shown that non-human primates (hereafter primates) fail to represent
the FBs of others, both when tested in explicit choice tasks [18–22] and implicitly via expectancy violation [23,24]. However, three recent papers [25–27] tested primates using a different implicit measure – anticipatory looking (AL) – and reported the ﬁrst comparative
evidence of FB representation (cf [28,29]). The results of these studies are exciting, and the
development of AL methods for primates opens the door to a host of new possibilities for research on the evolution of ToM. Unfortunately though, human AL studies of FB representation have suffered from major replicability problems, leading to debate about the validity of
these methods. Thus, although the application of AL to research on non-human animals is
an important innovation with tremendous potential for future studies, caution is warranted
given that (i) the validity of these measures has been challenged in human research, and (ii)
AL studies of belief representation with primates have produced results that contradict a
long history of ﬁndings from more conventional paradigms. We address here the theoretical
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and methodological questions raised by these new results, synthesizing across the developmental and comparative literatures.

Tests of Belief Representation in Primates
Decades of work have supported the conclusion that primates are incapable of belief representation
(Table 1, Key Table). In tests of FB representation, researchers typically construct scenarios in which
subjects should perform differently depending on whether they are reacting to what they themselves
know to be true, or to what another agent incorrectly believes. In change-of-location tasks, a subject and agent watch as an object is hidden among multiple locations, and is then removed from its
initial location and hidden elsewhere while the agent’s view is occluded. In these scenarios, the agent
thus has a FB about the object’s location while the subject maintains knowledge based on their
true belief (TB).
Comparative change-of-location tasks have typically used subjects’ behavioral responses
(e.g., reaching) as the dependent measure. Non-human apes (hereafter apes) have consistently
failed to differentiate how agents with FBs would act relative to control conditions in both cooperative [18] and competitive [19,20,22] contexts, despite generally correctly predicting the actions
of knowledgeable agents. Apes showed this same pattern in a change-of-contents task, in which
the identity of a hidden object was changed [21]. In only two studies (to our knowledge) have
authors argued for hints of explicit FB representation in apes [28,29], but in both cases apes’ performance in knowledge and/or ignorance control conditions suggested that belief representation
was unlikely to explain their behavior (section on Differentiating Knowledge, Ignorance, and
Belief).
By contrast, implicit tasks use looking patterns rather than explicit behavioral responses to assess understanding of others’ mental states. In one implicit measure – expectancy violation –
subjects are predicted to look longer at events that are incongruent with their expectations.
Two studies [23,24] using designs adapted from the human literature [10,11] found that rhesus
macaques successfully recognize when others have knowledge, but are not sensitive to others’
FBs. One experiment found that apes oriented their face toward the unchosen location more
often in a FB than knowledge condition, but this result failed to replicate in a second experiment
that directly assessed eye direction [20].
In contrast to numerous failures to demonstrate belief representation in primates, three studies
[25–27] recently reported that primates pass change-of-location FB tests using implicit AL measures, where looking patterns are believed to indicate a subject’s expectation about the location
an agent will next act on (cf [30] for preliminary negative AL results with rhesus macaques). These
innovative studies circumvent many challenges inherent to previous explicit and implicit paradigms, and should be applauded for pioneering the use of IR eye tracking in comparative ToM
tasks. However, given the nascent stage of this work and its potential for reshaping the future
of comparative ToM research, it is crucial to understand why primates consistently fail tests of belief representation measured via behavioral responses and expectancy violation, but pass some
tests via AL [25–27].

Replicability and Robustness of AL in the Human Literature
The authors of the comparative AL papers [25–27] argued that AL provides a reliable and robust
measure of subjects’ expectations about others’ beliefs, but recent developmental studies call
this into question. AL has indeed been used to assess FB representation in many studies of
human infants, children, and adults [31–61], but taken together this work reveals that AL measures of FB representation are neither stable across the lifespan [47] nor highly replicable

Glossary
Anticipatory looking (AL): an implicit
measure used in tests of belief
representation. The location a subject
looks to before an event is believed to
reﬂect their implicit expectation of what
will occur.
Change-of-location task: an
experimental paradigm used to induce
false beliefs (FBs). In these tasks, a
subject and agent watch as an object is
hidden among multiple locations, but is
then removed from its initial hiding
location and hidden elsewhere while the
agent’s view is occluded.
Differential looking score (DLS): a
statistical measure of a subject’s AL
pattern. DLS is calculated by subtracting
total looking time to the incorrect
location from total looking time to the
correct location, and then dividing by the
sum of these times.
Expectancy violation: an implicit
measure used in tests of belief
representation. The time a subject
spends looking at the location of a
recent event is believed to reﬂect their
prior predictions about that event, such
that longer looking times indicate
incongruence between what the subject
predicted and what occurred.
Explicit belief representation: a
consciously accessible representation of
an agent’s belief that can inﬂuence
intentional behavior. Tasks measuring
explicit belief representation often
require subjects to provide a verbal
response (in humans) or a behavioral
response such as reaching (in primates).
False beliefs (FBs): beliefs that are
incongruent with reality, including
instances where an agent’s belief is
incongruent with a subject’s
representation of what is true.
Gettier problem: a philosophical
argument that knowledge is not
equivalent to justiﬁed true belief (TB),
because the reasons behind an agent’s
justiﬁed TB may be false or incomplete.
Implicit belief representation: an
automatic or unconscious
understanding of an agent’s belief. In
both humans and primates, implicit
belief representation tasks use a
subject’s looking patterns to infer their
prediction about an agent’s future action
(AL) or their reaction when their
prediction is or is not fulﬁlled (expectancy
violation).
Justified true beliefs: beliefs about
true information that are formed for
appropriate reasons from a subject’s
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Key Table

Table 1. Tests of Belief Representation in Non-human Primates
Report

Measure

Main results

Call and
Tomasello [18]

Explicit

In a cooperative paradigm, apes incorrectly reached toward a hiding location
indicated by a human communicator who falsely believed that food was hidden
there, suggesting that apes were not sensitive to the veracity of the
communicator’s belief. Apes passed all control conditions, indicating that failure
was unlikely to be due to task demands.

Hare et al. [22]

Explicit

Apes made no distinction between conspeciﬁc competitors who were either
ignorant or had a FB about the location of hidden food despite understanding
how knowledgeable competitors would act.

O’Connell and
Dunbar [29]

Explicit

Apes showed some sensitivity to a human experimenter’s FB about the location
of a marker that indicated where the experimenter should hide a food reward, but
crucially failed a corresponding knowledge condition (section on Differentiating
Knowledge, Ignorance, and Belief).

Kaminski et al.
[19]

Explicit

Apes showed no evidence of understanding conspeciﬁc competitors’ FBs about
the location of hidden food (relative to control conditions) despite successfully
acting on competitors’ knowledge. When a competitor’s view was occluded,
apes made no distinction between instances where the hidden food was simply
lifted out of its hiding location and placed back into the same location (justiﬁed TB)
versus instances where the food was moved to a new location (FB).

Krachun et al.
[20]

Explicit

In a competitive paradigm, apes incorrectly chose a hiding location effortfully
reached toward by a human competitor who falsely believed food was hidden
there, despite passing an analogous condition where the competitor was
knowledgeable.

Implicit

Apes oriented their face toward the unchosen container more often in a FB than
knowledge condition, potentially indicating some sensitivity to the competitor’s
incongruent action, but this result failed to replicate in a second experiment that
directly assessed eye direction instead of using face direction as a proxy.

Krachun et al.
[21]

Explicit

In a change-of-contents versus change-of-location task, where the identity
instead of the location of a hidden object was manipulated, apes showed no
evidence of understanding when a human experimenter had a FB about the
identity of the object, despite understanding how a knowledgeable experimenter
would act.

Marticorena et al.
[23]

Implicit

Rhesus macaques looked signiﬁcantly longer when a human experimenter with
knowledge about hidden food reached for the incorrect rather than correct
location, but showed no difference in looking time when the experimenter had a
FB, indicating no expectation about the behavior of an agent with a FB.

Martin and
Santos [24]

Implicit

In an automatic belief representation task, rhesus macaques looked signiﬁcantly
longer at events that violated their own beliefs, but not those of a human
experimenter, about where food was hidden.

Krupenye et al.
[25]

Implicit

Apes showed some evidence of AL that was consistent with accurate predictions
about where a human experimenter with a FB would search for a hidden object when
data from two different designs across two different experiments were combined
(section on Methodological Challenges in Comparative Approaches to AL).

Buttelmann et al.
[28]

Explicit

Apes correctly helped a human experimenter to open a box containing a desired
object when the experimenter attempted to open a different box that he falsely
believed the object to be in, but crucially failed a corresponding knowledge
condition (section on Differentiating Knowledge, Ignorance, and Belief).

Horschler et al.
[86]

Implicit

After a human experimenter witnessed where food was hidden, and the food was
then moved out of and back into the same hiding location while the
experimenter’s view was occluded, rhesus macaques attributed no justiﬁed TB
about the food’s location to the experimenter – they showed no difference in
looking time at the experimenter’s correct versus incorrect reaches. Rhesus
macaques looked signiﬁcantly longer at incorrect reaches in a knowledge
condition where an irrelevant aspect of the scene was instead manipulated while
the experimenter’s view was occluded.

Kano et al. [26]

Implicit

Apes showed some evidence of AL that was consistent with accurate predictions
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point of view, even if these reasons turn
out to be false or incomplete.
Knowledge: at least in the context of
primate FB tests, an understanding of
true information based on direct
perceptual access to all information
leading to the current state of events.
Reality bias: an expectation that an
agent will act based on what is true (also
known as a 'curse of knowledge' or 'true
belief default').
Representations: cognitive
abstractions of information, such as
physical or intangible objects or
concepts. In belief representation, a
subject must represent others’
representations of the world.
Theory of mind (ToM): the ability to
represent the mental states of others,
such as knowledge, ignorance, beliefs,
and desires.
True beliefs (TBs): beliefs that are
congruent with reality.
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Table 1. (continued)
Report

Measure

Main results
about where a human experimenter with a FB would search for a hidden object in a
context similar to Krupenye et al. [25], but using a different primary dependent
measure (section on Methodological Challenges in Comparative Approaches to AL).

Hayashi et al.
[27]

Implicit

Japanese macaques showed some evidence of AL that was consistent with
accurate predictions about where a human experimenter with a FB would search
for a hidden object when data were combined from two different designs across
two scenarios similar to Krupenye et al. [25] and a third scenario involving a
disinterested puppet. However, different dependent measures supported different conclusions in some conditions (section on Methodological Challenges in
Comparative Approaches to AL).

(Table 2, and Table S1 in the supplemental information online), and non-replications appear in all
age groups [47–53,62–64]. Although some successful replications have been reported
(Table S1), other researchers have noted additional unpublished non-replications, suggesting
the possibility of publication bias [64], which is also supported by a recent meta-analysis of this
literature [65]. One published example replicated only one of four studies in adults despite
using the original stimuli and procedures, and the sole successful replication also failed once an
important confound was eliminated [51]. In addition, there was no evidence of convergent validity
across any of the four AL tasks, raising serious concerns about whether AL can be used to measure belief representation [51]. Similarly, results from AL measures have proved to be incongruent
with adult subjects’ verbal explanations of their action anticipations [45]. Other non-replications
have emerged when larger sample sizes [47,49–52] and more socially engaging stimuli [53]
were used. Thus, even in adult humans, where FB representation can be conﬁrmed using explicit
measures, AL has presented a host of challenges that remain to be resolved. Although replication
issues have also emerged with expectancy violation measures of FB representation
[48,62,63,66,67], procedural differences may plausibly account for many of these reports [62].
Non-replications of AL tasks are both more numerous and more troubling given that many
used the original stimuli (e.g., videos) in their replication attempts [62], and a recent metaanalysis found a signiﬁcant mean effect size for expectancy violation, but not for AL tasks [65].
In addition to failed strict replications of AL tasks [48–51,53,62–64], researchers have also observed conceptual replication issues, perhaps arising from methodological inconsistencies across
studies ([68] for similar critiques of expectancy violation studies). For example, some studies reported ﬁrst look as the primary dependent measure [31,34,36,39,40,45–48,50,52–54,58,59],
whereas others used differential looking score (DLS) [33,37,38,41,42,49–51,55–57], total
looking time [32,43,61], or proportion of total looking towards the correct location [35,44,51,60],
and many studies employed more than one of these measures [34,36,38–42,45–54,56–59]. In addition, there is considerable variation in exclusion criteria based on familiarization trial performance
[34–36,38–42,44,45,47–54,56,59,60] (Table S1). Some studies justify these criteria by arguing
that correct action anticipation on familiarization trials is informative because these trials are similar
to simple knowledge conditions [54], whereas others argue that familiarization trials are necessary
to orient subjects to novel stimuli before they are able to generate action predictions [25]. In any
case, passing or failing familiarization trials appears to have no relationship to test trial performance
at an individual level [49,50,63]. Variation is also extensive in areas of interest that denote where
looks are meaningful, and response time-windows for looking analyses have included disparate
values ranging from as short as 0.6 s to as long as 6 s (Table S1). Although some studies justify
the length of this response window by matching it to the pause duration before the agent reaches
in familiarization trials [35,54,56,57,59], often no theoretical rationale is provided.
Trends in Cognitive Sciences, August 2020, Vol. 24, No. 8
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In sum, these non-replications of AL tasks provide no clear pattern of results regarding which procedural variants are most valid [62]. Therefore, although AL measures may hold promise in elucidating mental state representation in nonverbal subjects, it is currently difﬁcult to know whether
and which AL outcomes reliably capture belief representations [53], posing challenges for translation to comparative studies.

Methodological Challenges in Comparative Approaches to AL
Comparative studies using AL also face challenges with respect to both study design and the
choice of dependent measures. AL studies in humans have used a variety of designs to induce
FBs in agents [48–51,62–64]. All three comparative AL papers [25–27] were modeled on a design
by Southgate and colleagues [54], which unfortunately has a relatively high non-replication rate
compared to other designs (Table 2; Table S1 lists successful replications). It is also noteworthy
that the stimuli used in comparative studies sometimes differ, and this could inﬂuence replicability
in these populations. The authors of the ape papers argued that the FB2 condition of the Southgate design imposes 'a more stringent test of action anticipation' speciﬁcally 'because recent attempts to replicate Southgate et al. with human populations found greater difﬁculty replicating the
FB2 design' [26] (see Box 1 for methods). However, other scholars claim that this design’s replication problems reﬂect poor indexing of action anticipation and belief representation [63]. In a
commentary on these issues, Southgate herself concluded: 'It seems fairly clear ... that the original paradigm does not consistently elicit or reveal spontaneous action prediction or epistemicstate tracking across multiple age ranges and populations' [62], raising concerns about its suitability for comparative studies.
Table 2. Partial and Non-replications of AL Belief Representation Tests in Humansa
Report

Mean sample
age (years)

Test trial
response
window(s)

Dependent measure(s)

Familiarization
exclusion criteria

Original paradigm

Southgate et al. [54]

~2

1.75 s

First look; total looking time

AL on the second of
two familiarization trials

Partial and
non-replications:
Southgate et al.

[40,42,47,48], [49]1,2, [50]1a, [50]1b,
[50]2a, [50]2b, [51]1d, [52]1, [52]2,
[53]1, [53]2, [57]

~2–10.5
Adult

1.75–6 s

First look; total looking time;
proportion of total looking to
correct location; DLS

Same: [40,48], [49]1,
[50]1a, [50]1b, [52]1,
[52]2, [53]1, [53]2
Different: [40,42,47],
[49]1,2, [50]1a, [50]2a,
[50]2b, [51]1d, [57]

Original paradigm

Schneider et al. [61]

Adult

5s

Total looking time

None

Partial and
non-replications:
Schneider et al.

[51]1a, [51]2

Adult

5s

First look; proportion of total
looking to correct location

Same: [51]1a, [51]2

Original paradigm

Surian and Geraci [34]

~1.5
Adult

3.5 s

First look; total looking time

AL on either of two
familiarization trials

Partial and
non-replications:
Surian and Geraci

[50]2b, [51]1b, [53]1, [53]2

~4.5–5.5
Adult

3.5–6 s

First look; proportion of total
looking to correct location

Same: [50]2b, [51]1b

Original paradigm

Low and Watts [36]

~3–4
Adult

1.75 s

First look; DLS

AL on the second of
two familiarization trials

Partial and
non-replications:
Low and Watts

[51]3a, [51]3b

Adult

1.75 s

DLS

Same: [51]3a, [51]3b

a

Different: none

Different: [53]1, [53]2

Different: none

Superscripts indicate speciﬁc experiments within a paper. Detailed methods and main results from each experiment cited above are summarized in Table S1 together with
any successful replication attempts of these paradigms. All experiments used a change-of-location task. Some of the experiments cited above are conceptual rather than
strict replication attempts that include intentional methodological departures from the original studies.
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Box 1. Methods in Comparative AL Studies
In three recent comparative FB tests [25–27], subjects watched videos during which a human acquired a FB while subjects’ AL was recorded using an IR eye-tracker. Krupenye and colleagues [25] ran two experiments with identical designs,
but superﬁcially dissimilar scenarios. In this study, a human pursued a target object that could be hidden in one of two
places. In two familiarization trials intended to demonstrate the human’s goal, the human watched the object being hidden
in each location and immediately pursued it. In the test trials, the human ﬁrst witnessed the object being hidden in one location, and then did not see as it was either removed from the scene (FB1 condition) or moved to the other location and
then removed from the scene (FB2 condition). Therefore, in both conditions of each experiment, the human had a FB
about the location of an object because it never remained in the scene. Subsequently, apes’ AL was recorded as the
human centrally approached both locations. Experiment 1 involved the human searching for an ape-like character (KK)
who hid in one of two haystacks, whereas experiment 2 involved the human searching for a stone that KK stole and hid
in one of two boxes. Hayashi and colleagues [27] ran analogous FB1 and FB2 conditions with Japanese macaques across
three superﬁcially dissimilar scenarios: two humans aggressively competing over an apple, one human chasing another,
and a disinterested puppet manipulating a toy with a human onlooker.
Kano and colleagues [26] used the same design and scenario as the FB2 condition in experiment 2 of [25], but with a
change modeled after the 'goggles test' [78,79,114–117]. Before the experiment, apes were introduced to a barrier which
appeared to be opaque from a distance but was in reality either opaque or transparent when viewed up close. Between
subjects, apes learned that the barrier was either opaque or transparent, and then all subjects watched the same series of
events: the human witnessed the target object being hidden in one location, and then moved behind the barrier as the object was moved to the other location before ﬁnally being removed from the scene. Thus, apes who previously learned that
the barrier was transparent should have expected the human to have knowledge that the object was no longer present,
whereas apes who learned that the barrier was opaque should have expected the human to have a FB about the object’s
location.

Another methodological issue with the comparative papers involves the use of different primary
dependent measures. The ﬁrst ape study [25] tested subjects’ ﬁrst looks in a 4.5 s response
time-window, but the second ape study [26] primarily used DLS in a 6 s response window despite
using the same design as a condition in [25]. Although secondary analyses of total looking time
showed consistent results with ﬁrst looks in [25], the performance of apes in [26] suggested discrimination between TB and FB conditions when analyzing DLS, but not ﬁrst looks. One study of
Japanese macaques [27] reported ﬁrst looks and DLS as primary dependent measures in response time-windows ranging from 8 to 11.46 s. Although DLS and ﬁrst looks showed consistent
results in one condition (FB2), ﬁrst looks but not DLS suggested belief representation in another
(FB1). In addition, after a manipulation that deactivates the medial prefrontal cortex, ﬁrst looks but
not DLS suggested signiﬁcantly different effects across conditions. The different dependent measures used in these studies therefore often support different conclusions, a pattern also observed
in the human literature [34,47,48,50–53,57].
Apes also performed differently across theoretically identical experiments, even when using the
same dependent measure. In [25], apes looked ﬁrst at the target signiﬁcantly more than at the
distractor (suggestive of FB representation) in experiment 2 but not in experiment 1 (although
the results trended in the same direction). In addition, in the opaque-only condition of [26] –
which was virtually identical to experiment 2 in [25] – apes did not look ﬁrst at the target signiﬁcantly more than the distractor, suggesting limited replicability using this measure. This variability
in results across highly similar experiments is reminiscent of the many partial and non-replications
observed in human populations [48–51,53,62–64]. A reanalysis of experiment 2 from [25] using
DLS instead of ﬁrst looks did replicate DLS results from the opaque-only condition of [26], but importantly this analysis was presented in [26] rather than in the original paper [25]. Thus, although
retrospective analyses can identify dependent measures that yield similar results, this is perhaps
unsurprising given the range of possible measures to be employed, and variation in which speciﬁc
measures are emphasized. Lastly, many apes entirely failed to make anticipatory looks [25,26],
and both apes and macaques performed inconsistently at the individual level [25,27], raising additional questions about the robustness of AL measures (Box 2).
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Box 2. Individual Differences in Action Anticipation
In AL paradigms, low rates of looking may indicate a lack of clear predictions about what an agent will do next in cases
where subjects attend to all belief induction events. In [25], eight of 29 apes made no anticipatory looks in each of the
two experiments, and in [26], 17 of 47 apes made no anticipatory looks. This is in stark contrast to the original study of
2-year-old children using this design [54], in which only two of 36 children made no anticipatory looks during the test trial
despite using a shorter 1.75 s response time-window instead of 4.5 s in [25] or 6 s in [26] ([48] for similar results in 2-yearolds). Importantly, because all apes in [25,26] were tested in an environment with signiﬁcantly higher potential for distraction owing to nearby conspeciﬁcs, it is unclear to what extent this pattern reﬂects inattention versus a lack of clear action
predictions. Although the authors did conﬁrm sufﬁcient attention to belief induction events in [25,26], future work should
quantify distraction and inattention during test trials to better elucidate the reasons behind apes’ lower AL rates. Hayashi
and colleagues [27] reported a slightly lower no-look rate in macaques, possibly because of the use of restraints
(i.e., primate chairs) or longer response time-windows (8–11.46 s) than in any previous AL study.
Similarly, if AL reliably indexes belief representation, we should expect convergent validity such that patterns of individual
differences are consistent across tests. In humans, stable individual differences in verbal ToM task performance are evident across development [8,9], and convergent validity of superﬁcially dissimilar explicit ToM tasks is well documented
[51,118]. However, adult humans show no signiﬁcant correlations between performance on superﬁcially dissimilar AL
FB tests at the individual level [51]. Primates appear to show a similar trend. In [25], only eight of 29 apes passed both versions of the FB test, whereas nine passed one but failed the other. In [27], macaques performed consistently on left and
right counterbalanced versions of the same test in only nine instances (with two consistently failing), whereas in another
nine instances a subject passed one version but failed the other. Although more work will be necessary to robustly assess
individual differences in primate ToM, these ﬁndings challenge the notion that AL provides a reliable index of belief state
tracking in either primates or humans.

Key Features of Comparative AL Designs
The comparative AL papers [25–27] argued that primates’ previous failures in belief representation tests [18–24] but success in AL tasks may have resulted partially from the authors’ use of socially dramatic scenes (Box 1) which may better capture primates’ attention than the scenarios
presented in previous studies. However, one AL study that replaced the socially dramatic
scene with differently colored shapes [69] found that apes closely tracked all belief induction
events just as in [25], suggesting that social drama is not necessary to adequately capture
apes’ attention. Similarly, Hayashi and colleagues [27] included one scenario enacted by a disinterested puppet, and found a greater proportion of correct ﬁrst looks in this scenario compared to
two socially dramatic scenarios. These results suggest that socially dramatic stimuli may not be
key to eliciting belief-tracking in primates.
Baillargeon and colleagues [12,62] argued that forming expectations about others’ belief-based
actions may be taxing and relatively time-intensive for nonverbal subjects, whereas AL assumes
that action predictions can be made swiftly and accurately. Theoretically, online mental state
tracking in AL should then be more cognitively demanding than post-event mental state tracking,
as in the expectancy violation FB tests that macaques have previously failed [23,24]. Unpublished
results from Joiner [30] replicate the expectancy violation ﬁndings of [23] but show no AL in the
knowledge condition and very low rates of AL, with no signiﬁcant bias toward either location in
the FB condition. Therefore, these preliminary results suggest that, in a scenario lacking social
drama, macaques show sensitivity to an agent’s knowledge but not FBs when measured via expectancy violation but not AL.
Although it thus appears unlikely that social drama is fully responsible for primates’ success in
[25–27], it is possible that apes failed previous explicit tests because of task demands [70]
(e.g., inhibitory control demands in paradigms involving food). However, apes have demonstrated
strong self-control across a range of contexts [71–75], exceeding that of young children [76] and
sometimes even of adult humans [77], making it unlikely that inhibitory control demands fully account for apes’ failures on explicit FB tests.
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Theoretical Interpretations of Belief Representation Tests
Separate from the methodological issues discussed above, there is also considerable debate
surrounding the interpretation of belief representation tests. This debate centers on whether positive results from AL and other belief representation tests in both humans and primates reﬂect
mental state representation as such, or instead reﬂect other cognitive mechanisms that allow belief-congruent inferences about goal-directed action without belief state representation. Indeed,
many scholars have proposed alternative explanations including behavior-reading [78],
submentalizing [79], minimal ToM [80], experiential record-keeping [81], and awareness relations
[82]. Therefore, positive results on any given belief representation test may not necessarily indicate belief state representation as such [83,84].
Many primate studies have focused on directly testing FB representation (see above). However, TB
tests can also provide unique insight into whether primates truly represent others’ beliefs. More speciﬁcally, TB tests modeling the Gettier problem [85] have shown that primates’ understanding of
others’ TBs is not always robust. The Gettier problem is a special case in philosophy in which an
agent ends up having a justified true belief about a given situation (e.g., they believe an object
to be where it actually is) despite lacking information relevant to actually knowing about what they
believe (e.g., they were unaware that the object was moved several times beforehand). Kaminski
et al. [19] and Horschler et al. [86] found that apes and macaques no longer expect an agent to
have a previously acquired TB about an object’s location after it is arbitrarily moved out of, and
then back into, the same hiding location while the agent’s view is occluded. In these studies, because the agent does not see the object’s ﬁnal spatial manipulation, they cannot be said to have
knowledge of the object’s location (only a TB). If primates represent others’ beliefs as such, this arbitrary manipulation should not disrupt their predictions about the agent’s action given that it does
not impact the veracity of the agent’s belief. Coupled with failure on explicit FB tests, failure on these
TB tests therefore suggests that primates do not represent others’ belief states as such [82].

Differentiating Knowledge, Ignorance, and Belief
Knowledge and ignorance control conditions in experiments testing FB representation are crucial because they should yield differentiable results from each other and from FB conditions. Even without
representing belief or ignorance states as such [82], it is possible that subjects may pass some FB
conditions by predicting that agents who lack complete information about an object’s location tend
to search incorrectly [34,87]. Although the Southgate design attempts to control for this possibility
by rendering both locations incorrect, it introduces additional challenges by precluding knowledge
conditions with clear associated predictions (see below). In change-of-location tasks, subjects should
positively predict that agents will search for hidden objects based on their beliefs in both knowledge
and FB conditions, but should make no clear predictions about the speciﬁc location where an agent
will search in ignorance conditions (i.e., when the agent never sees the object being hidden) because
the agent has no relevant information to guide goal-directed actions. Strong evidence of belief representation should therefore show that subjects make dissociable predictions depending on whether
agents have true, false, or no beliefs. Thus, the inclusion of knowledge and ignorance conditions
greatly strengthens our ability to interpret ﬁndings from FB conditions.
For example, in [28], apes preferentially helped an agent to open a box (box B) containing an object
that he falsely believed to be elsewhere (in box A) when the agent demonstrated a desire to obtain
the object by attempting to open box A (cf [63,88–90] for replication issues with this task in
humans). However, apes in a knowledge condition showed no preference for helping the agent
to open the box that the agent acted on, whereas 18-month-old children did show this preference
[91]. In addition, apes performed similarly in the knowledge condition and an ignorance condition in
which the agent never saw where the object was hidden, suggesting that apes’ behavior may not
Trends in Cognitive Sciences, August 2020, Vol. 24, No. 8
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depend on belief representation. Whereas the original study with 18-month-old children lacked an
ignorance condition, in a clever follow-up by Priewasser and colleagues [92] the agent attempted
to open a third irrelevant box (box C) which was added to the scene. Although the agent’s action
here could not have been guided by his FB because he was attempting to open box C (which never
contained the object) rather than box A (which he falsely believed the object to be in), children
showed similar behavior as in the original FB condition by preferentially helping to open box B
(which contained the object). This result suggests that the helping behavior elicited in this task
does not depend on the agent’s belief. In this case, the inclusion of knowledge and ignorance conditions illuminated theoretical issues with the original interpretation of apes’ and childrens' behavior
in FB conditions.
In contrast to expectancy violation studies (e.g., [93,94]), neither human [31–54,56–61] nor comparative [25–27] AL studies have included conditions where an agent is completely ignorant
about an object’s location ([32] for an alternative ignorance control). Kano and colleagues [26]
did compare the performance of apes in a FB versus a knowledge condition. However, in that
study the target object was always removed from the scene before the test such that the agent
did not have knowledge about the speciﬁc location of the object, but rather only knowledge that
the object was no longer present. Unfortunately, removing the object in this way precludes clear
predictions regarding where apes should look in this knowledge condition. Hayashi and colleagues
[27] suggested evidence of implicit TB representation based on their familiarization trials in which
the agent was knowledgeable, but these trials were not analogous to the FB conditions of the
study because the object was never removed (and subjects learned knowledge-congruent looking
patterns only after repeated trials). Southgate and colleagues [54] argued that removing the object
controls for the possibility that subjects expect agents who lack complete information to search incorrectly in FB conditions, and also for attribution of correct looking in knowledge conditions to a
reality bias rather than to representation of the agent’s knowledge. However, removing the object
in this way makes it impossible to establish knowledge or TB conditions in which the subjects are
expected to make positive action predictions about a speciﬁc location. Underscoring the importance of knowledge conditions with clear associated predictions, in the second of two studies
arguing for hints of explicit FB representation in apes [29], four apes passed a FB condition but
failed the corresponding knowledge condition. This result makes it unlikely that belief representation guided performance in the FB condition. Therefore, to convincingly demonstrate belief representation, future work should show positive action predictions about agents with knowledge
versus FBs that are dissociable from performance in ignorance control conditions.

Implicit but Not Explicit Belief Representation: An Evolutionary Paradox?
If these new comparative studies are indicative of implicit belief representation, the ﬁndings raise puzzling evolutionary questions when juxtaposed with numerous convincing failures on explicit FB tasks
[18–22]. In humans, implicit understanding of others’ beliefs developmentally precedes explicit understanding, and the latter may then be used to guide intentional behavior [5,7,9–12,95]. Although questions remain about the cognitive mechanisms that underpin these representations – including
whether they stem from two distinct systems [80,95] or one core system that is later built upon in development [10,11,96,97] – it is clear that explicit belief representation eventually emerges in human
development. Explicit belief representation in humans allows ﬂexible prediction of others’ actions
across diverse contexts [95], a skill which could have clear adaptive beneﬁts (e.g., by enabling intentional deception [98–101] or more ﬂexible cooperation [102,119]).
If primates do have an implicit understanding of beliefs that they cannot explicitly act upon, how
did such an understanding evolve? A cognitive system for implicitly tracking FBs that does not
guide ﬁtness-relevant behavior would remain invisible to direct evolutionary selective pressure.
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Although it remains possible that an implicit understanding of others’ beliefs impacts behavior in
ways that remain to be discovered, attentional biases produced by belief-congruent looking patterns must ultimately affect behavior for direct selection to occur. Of course, despite many arguments for its potential adaptive value in hominins [103–106], it is also possible that belief
representation did not evolve as an adaptation [107–109], but rather as a byproduct of changes
in other cognitive systems or via genetic linkage to other ﬁtness-relevant traits [110]. Nonetheless,
there are currently no convincing explanations, adaptive or otherwise, for the evolution of implicit
but not explicit belief representation, presenting an evolutionary puzzle that must be considered in
future work.

Concluding Remarks
Decades after the ﬁrst comparative studies of ToM [1], it is clear we still have much to learn about
the evolution and development of cognitive mechanisms for representing others’ beliefs. Although we agree that AL via eye-tracking presents a potentially powerful method for studying belief representation in nonverbal subjects, it is important to recognize both the nascent stage of this
research and the unique challenges it presents (see Outstanding Questions). Given the inherent
difﬁculties of replication studies in primate populations [111] (e.g., few research groups, limited
access to subjects, small sample sizes, etc.), it is particularly important to develop and employ
consistent and reliable measures (see for instance the ManyPrimates project [112], inspired by
ManyBabies [113]). Although we greatly admire recent innovations in this area, we believe that
the methodological and theoretical challenges raised here suggest that caution is warranted before concluding that primates can represent others’ beliefs.
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